Good Morning/Afternoon/Evening,

I would like to remain as an anonymous informant for my own protection if possible. I am contacting you today as a Public Relations and Media Representative of an activist group called “The Redacted Liberty Network (RLN)”. It has come to my attention as well as many others in the activist community that the “Boogaloo” movement is being misrepresented by media outlets. I feel as if the speculation behind the movement being “extremist”, “racist”, “far-right”, “white nationalist”, or anything alike was completely narrated as such to purposely slander and attempt to discredit the ideology behind it and its followers. The Redacted Liberty Network is hoping to legitimize the movement as well as establish credibility and bring organization to it through a decentralized structure. RLN strives to be the voice heard behind the “Boogaloo” movement. Utilizing our media outlets and word of mouth we are passing official messages, narratives, and suggested courses of action for those who believe in the ideology behind the movement. As with any activist organization there will always be individuals who claim to be followers or members but are not welcome within the community, the same applies here for those who pretend to be a supporter or wear apparel associated with the movement. Below is our official “Who Are We” message which should help to clarify what RLN as well as the “Boogaloo” movement is all about:

The Redacted Liberty Network otherwise known as RLN is an organization created for the people, by the people. The RLN is made up of members from different communities, faiths, and ethnic groups. We are your neighbors, friends, and families that believe our great nation of the United States is still worth fighting for! Everyone deserves a chance in life at happiness, freedom, and liberty; A life free of tyranny and oppression. We strive to bring justice to those who deserve it, protect those who can't protect themselves, and return to a peaceful and harmonious life. We are not an extremist organization. We are not racists, nazis, white nationalists or anything alike and we are not looking for violence. We are welcoming of all individuals who believe in our cause and want equal rights for all. We will not tolerate hate crimes, the utilization of violence against peaceful opposition, the destruction of private business, or any acts that oppress the rights granted to us under the United States Constitution. We will, however, defend ourselves and others if met with uncalled for violence. We wish for peaceful resolution, compromise, understanding, and cooperation throughout our mission to bring power back to the people and protect our constitutional rights. It has become very clear in recent years that the United States government does not care about its citizens. It is a system filled with corruption and tyranny. It is time that the people retake the power they were always meant to have and remove it from government officials who have overstepped their boundaries. Our first and most important priority is the American Citizen and their safety. We will always be there for individuals, businesses, events, and organizations that ask for our help and protection. RLN will be working alongside other organizations in an attempt to bring reform to the United States. All of this is the ideology behind the “Boogaloo”. The Redacted Liberty Network hopes to be the official voice of those who believe the same. It is time to bring credibility, reason, and order to the movement. Any individual who goes against our code of conduct is not welcome within the community. Any individual that wears or brings apparel associated with our organization, claims to be a member of our organization, or claims that they share ideologies and beliefs with that of the “Boogaloo” but goes against what we stand for is no member of ours. We ask that the media and other news outlets refrain from tarnishing our cause and that we are consulted when it comes to things relating to RLN. We will be heard!

Best Regard,

The Redacted Liberty Network

Please contact us with any questions you may have at our Facebook page “The Redacted Liberty Network” or our email redactedlibertynetwork@gmail.com